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Ion Projection Lithography (IPL) uses demagnifying'ion-optics for reduction printing
open stencil masks at 5x or 10x scale. A feasibility study with a research type
Ion Projection Lithography Mach'ine (IPLM-O1) demonstrates sub-O.1-pm resolution combined with a high depth of focus and the possibility of an electronic alignment of
the proiected ion image in X, Y, rotation and scale. Furthermore, the IpL technique
offers the possibility of an electronic adjustment of intrafield distortion.
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S1. Introduct'ion
Ion beam 1 ithographyl) is developed in three
directions (Fig. 1): Focused (FIBL), Masked (MIBL)
and Ion Projection Lithography (IPL)
Focused Ion Beam Lithography is a serial technique, where a beam of ions is focused onto the
wafer and is moved in X and Y like in a scanning
E-beam system. Even with the high cument densi-
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ties of A/cmz achieved2) rtgl writing speeds are
not sufficient even for low volume production.3)
But this technique is best suited for Focused Ion
Repair of masks4) and for chip repair and adjustment. MIBL is L:1 shadow printing with ions,
either using a channe'l ing "a'll siIicon" mask5) o,
an open stencil6) mask. Mask heating probl.rrT)
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Ion Projection L'ithography follows the same
principles as an opt'ica1 wafer stepper but uses
ions instead of light to image reticle patterns of
open stencil masks to the wafer at 10x (of 5x) reduction, In contrast to focused ion beam scanning
Ion Proiection Lithography exposes the circuit
patterns in one flash which makes the IPL technique from 4 to 6 orders of magnitude faster because with IPL techniques an ion cuffent of several loo pA nay be used whereas only several loo pA
are available for single focused ion bean scanning.
Figure 2 conpares the IPL technique with other
high volume production techniques for submicron
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devices. lJsing reduction lens optics the optical
wafer stepper proved to be the most succesful development with about half micron prcduction limits,
Further progress in optical lithography nay be expected from DUV 1;1 projectionS) and using X-rays
with 1:1 shadow printing.9)
Pushing out the limits of optical methods, resolution is not the main bottle neck but there are

limitations with respect to alignment and
i ntrafi el d d'i storti on . Both have to be control I ed
within at least 20 % of resolution, thus well be-
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low 0. 1 pm for sub-0.5-pm devi ce fabricat'ion.
Us'ing charged particles in para11e1 exposure
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an electronic die-by-die alignm.ntlO) and electronic adjustment of intrafield distortionll) tuy
be ach'ieved. These improvements in lithographic
performance imply

the use of open stencil

correct'ion
vol ume

of intrafield d'istort'ion for
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52. Demagnifying Ion Projection
F'igure 3 shows the main bujlding blocks of an
Ion Proiection Lithography Machine (tttrU;12) using
principles of demagnifying ion projection.
The electrostatic lens system is operated in a
paraxial condit'ion with very small numerical apertures wh'ich results in an extremely large depth of
focus in the order of millimeters. (Taking into
account the change of scale of the projected ion
'image with wafer Z-position, the effective depth
of focus is in the order of several 10 rrm. )
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54. IPL Chip Exposure Times
A s'igni fi cant advantage of demagn'ifying ion
projection is the possibility to expose the mask
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53. Ion Proiection Lithography Machine
For feas'ibility studies a research type Ion
Proiection Lithography Machine (IPLM-01) was de12\
veloped"/ allowing the 1:10 exposure of test
masksl3) with an active area of 30 mm g and thus
2 mm x 2 mm ch'ip size on the wafer. Figure 4 shows
the experimental set up. System height is 2.5 m.
Conventi onal organ'ic resi sts I 'ike AZ-material s
and PMMA can be used for lon Proiection Lithography.
These res'ists can not only be used as a positi've
but also as a negative resist implementing'image
,.u..ru]14) techniques. This fact is evident from
Fig. 5 which shows a pattern w'ith 5.000 l'ines/mm
(0.2 pm periodicity). An overexposure leads to negative development so that the resist remains at
the sites of IPLM-OI exposure. F'igure 6 is an enlarged part of this pattern showing 0.13 pm lines
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Thus, using an Ion-0pt'ica1 Wafer Stepper the
IPL technique promises not only the necessary resolution but also prec'ise and rapid aiignment and
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-ions, dose: 2xL014 ions/cpz, chip exposure time:
IIM{=80_o, 5.000 lines/mm (0.2 pm periodic.ity).
blanket DUV exposure pr:jor io develbpment./I4-/:)

STATISTICAL REGUIFIEMENT:
EXPOSUFIE or lOOo IONS

foil permanently to the ion beam. An effective
stabilization'lE\of the mask heated by the ion beam
is possible.'"/ The reticle can be operated at
100 - 150 oC with ion current densi t-ies up to 10
pA/cn2 corresponding to a power load of 50 mW/smz.
tllith 10x reduction the ion current density at the
wafer is enhanced by two orders of magnitude up to
I mA/cpz. The power load at the wafer target is
enhanced with respect to the mask level by three
orders of magn'itude to values up to 100 W/cpz.
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Thus, lithography can be extended to insensitive
onganic and inorganic (Si0", Si3N4, Si, Ge,..,)12)
res'ist iayers with subsecond chip exposure times.
For a statistical 1y re1 iable pattern transfer
process the smal I es p'ixel must be exposed wi th
about 1.000 ionr16) resulting in a minimal dose of
1?
10'" ions/cmz for half micron pattern transfer.
For 0.1 pm design rules pixel size goes down to
0.02 pm and thus more insensitive resists have to
be used. The.IPL technique delivers the necessary
ion current density and total cument to enable
sub-second chip exposure times (Fig. 7) and consequently pixe'l transfer rates exceeding L0 GHz
sure'ly not possible with s'ingle ion beam scanning.
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IPL sub-O.5-pm pattern transfer.

parts. Applying voltages to the
pre-projective lens octopole (Fig. 3) th,e ion,image
can be moved in X- or in y-direction.12) R tin.
rotation of the projected ion image is achieved
with an ax'ial magnetic field generated w.ith a soI eno'i d at the octopol e s i te. The scal e of the projected ion image can be altered adjusting the voltage of the projective lens. So far, alignment
tests have been performed in one direction.12)
moving mechanic

$5. Electron'ic Die-By-Die Al'ignment and Electronic
Adjustment of Intrafield Distortion
Fabricating devices with sub-0.2-micron design
rules calls for an overlay of d'ifferent mask layers
to better than 0.05 pm (3 o) precision.
For die-by-die alignment Ion Projection Lithography offers the possibility to perform fine registrations of the projected ion image without

Furthermor€, the IPL technique offers the un.ique

possibility that a correction of intrafield distorti on i s al so accompl i shed el ectroni ca1 'ly.
3r
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Fig. 8: Superposition of two IPLM-01 exposures in
sel f -devel oping ni trocel I ul ose on S'i with
different sets of voltage configurat'ions applied to
the pre-proiective lens octopole, scale: 50x.

uation of the two IPLM-0L exposures of
Fig. 8 reveals an anmorph'isti c distortion
of the second exposure with respect to the first

Figure B shows two IPLM-01 projected ion images
where for the second exposure a vol tage confi guration was applied to the eight rods of the preproiective lens octopole. The corresponding evaluation of the di fference between these two exposures
reveals that for the second exposure. an .anamorph'ism
is:obtained with respect to the first exposure.
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